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Reliable and effective public safety communication is crucial while managing critical 
and life threatening situations. The TETRA network used by authorities worldwide is the                                    
leading technology to handle the public safety communication. To ensure the perfect func-
tion of  TETRA network, also in extreme environments that have weak TETRA coverage or lacks 
the coverage totally, Creowave Oy provides smart TETRA coverage solutions with high-class 
TETRA repeaters.

TETRA INDOOR COVERAGE

TETRA coverage is often compromised in large and                

complex public buildings. There might be thousands of 

people working and visiting the facilities. The safety of 

these people is the responcibility of local and national                    

authorities. Therefore, perfect funtion of TETRA network 

must be ensured. Typical indoor installation locations 

are command centers, airports, hospitals, underground           

stations and offices. Creowave provides smart and reliable 

TETRA indoor coverage solutions with high-class TETRA    

indoor repeaters.

Creowave repeaters suitable for indoor coverage: 

•    TETRA Indoor Repeater

•    TETRA Hybrid Repeater

•    TETRA Highpower Repeater

•    TETRA Fiber Optical Repeater

TETRA OUTDOOR COVERAGE

Creowave offers several TETRA repeaters for outdoor envi-

ronments. Typical outdoor installation locations are open 

outdoor areas where the base station signal does not exist 

or the signal is weak. This could be the case for example 

in landscape valleys, mining areas or outdoor areas behind 

the buildings. Besides TETRA repeaters, Creowave provides 

TETRA services from consultation, coverage planning, 

site survey and installation to training in order to supply       

comprehensive turn-key solutions. 

Creowave repeaters suitable for outdoor coverage: 

•    TETRA Outdoor Repeater

•    TETRA Hybrid Repeater

•    TETRA Highpower Repeater

 



TETRA HAZARDOUS COVERAGE

Hazardous areas and explosive atmospheres are typical     

locations that have stringent requirements for the equip-

ment to be used there. In order to place equipment to 

these hazardous areas it needs to have an ATEX certficate. 

Creowave provides unique ATEX certified TETRA repeaters 

that can be placed up to Zone 1. Typical hazardous area 

installation locations are for example oil & gas refineries, 

offshore drilling platforms, offshore loading platforms, 

chemical factories and coal mines. Creowave TETRA Atex 

Repeater has the  ATEX Classification  II 2 G Ex demb[ib] IIB T5. 

Creowave repeaters suitable for hazardous coverage: 

•    TETRA ATEX Repeater

TETRA TUNNEL COVERAGE

Comprehensive TETRA coverage especially in long, shady 

tunnels is extremely important in case of an  emergency. 

Typical tunnel installation locations are roadway tunnels, 

metro tunnels, service tunnels etc. where the coverage can 

be weakened by structures and usage of multiple levels. 

Repeaters can be used in various combinations to build the 

best, most reasonable and cost-effective TETRA network 

coverage to the site. 

Creowave repeaters suitable for tunnel coverage: 

•    TETRA Indoor Repeater

•    TETRA Outdoor Repeater

•    TETRA Hybrid Repeater

•    TETRA Highpower Repeater

•    TETRA Fiber Optical Repeater    Detailled information of the Repeater frequency bands is available 
   at Creowaves’ individual repeater brochures. 



Creowave Site Planning

In addition to the smart TETRA repeaters, Creowave Professional Radio busi-
ness area offers services from site survey, consultation and coverage planning 
to installation. Creowave provides accurate site planning and calculations 
for the end customer. Modelling is done with iBwave Design Software. This           
allows Creowave to provide strong, reliable TETRA communications as well as 
serve the customer with well documented design.

Creowave uses iBwave Design Software in site plan-

ning of indoor, tunnel and hazardous area environ-

ments. The software is extremely useful in complex 

buildings and tunnel networks. Floor plans of the 

site can be imported straight to the software as well 

as the level of base station signal at the site. The 

floor plans can be edited in software to reflect the                                                                  

buildings’ physical environment when needed and add 

annotations to capture the buildings’ materials and RF         

characteristics. 

The professional team of Creowave is able to make    

accurate TETRA network site plans by importing the 

repeaters as well as other needed components, anten-

nas, leaky feeders etc. to the program. Network valida-

tion and advanced calculations verify the assumptions 

by error checking, compliance verification as well as 

uplink and downlink calculations. When the site plan is 

finished, Creowave is able to provide an accurate esti-

mation of costs and equipment needed to enhance the 

TETRA network coverage on the site. 

Creowave Site Planning can be used in the following environments:

• TETRA Indoor Coverage

• TETRA Tunnel Coverage

• TETRA Hazardous Area Coverage



Creowave Repeater Manager is an easy-to-use      

network element management software with a 

familiar Windows-style look and feel. Creowave 

Repeater Manager is used with Creowave TETRA 

Repeaters. With the software the user is able to 

control the repeaters on the field. The software 

enables continuous update of network and          

repeater status, remote configuration of repeater 

parameters and automatic log data collection of 

network events, among many other features.

Creowave Repeater Manager

Configuration Management
• Continuous update of network and repeater status
• Status displays for whole network and individual 

repeaters
• Automatic log data collection for important 

network events

Fault Management
• Three level alarm led indicators, both for networks 

and individual repeaters
• Alarm indicators for individual repeaters (e.g. power 

supply, temperature, GSM warning, polling failure)

Network View
• Simple tree structured view of the repeater network
• Buttons for adding and removing networks and 

repeaters
• Three level hierarchy for users: administrator, user,  

read-only user 
 

Repeater View
• Remote configuration of repeater parameters
• Basic Windows-style UI controls for setting the           

repeater parameters
• Controls for administrative parameters, repeater 

alarms, SMS polling, device control
• Flexible polling time settings

Supported Repeaters
All Creowave Repeater types

• TETRA Indoor Repeaters (with GSM option)
• TETRA Outdoor Repeaters (with GSM option)
• TETRA Hybrid Repeaters (with GSM option)
• TETRA Highpower Repeaters (with GSM option)
• TETRA Fiber Optical Repeaters (with GSM option)
• TETRA ATEX Repeaters (with GSM option)



TETRA network coverage enhanced by Creowave is always built according to the site 
and customer needs. The most suitable and cost-effective repeater types are chosen 
in order to provide the best possible solution for the customer. Different TETRA re-
peaters can be used in various combinations to build a site. Creowave provides TETRA 
services from site survey, site planning, consultation and installation to training.

TETRA Coverage with various Creowave 
TETRA Repeater types

In 2009 Creowave was chosen to enhance the TETRA        

network coverage in the tunnels of Helsingin Energia,one 

of the largest energy production companies in Finland. 

The coverage was enhanced in the service tunnel network      

under the city of Helsinki, the capital of Finland. 

“Already the tunnel itself creates a challenging working envi-

ronment and in addition to that, the district heat network can 

cause threatening situations if a leak in the pipe or valve oc-

curs. Especially in emergency situations it is extremely impor-

tant that the communication works. The HelenNet TETRA net-

work is built to every tunnel of Helsingin Energia to assure the 

safety as well as to help the communication of personnel in 

their everyday work”, comments Markus Weiström, respon-

sible for the maintenance and installation of the TETRA      

network in Helsingin Energia.

After quarrying the tunnels, only a few driving ramps and 

service clefts had adequate coverage from the 16 base 

stations surrounding the tunnels. The TETRA coverage by 

Creowave was planned to a redundant status, which means 

“We wanted to build the network to 
redundant status by bringing the                  
signals to the tunnels from different 
base stations. This increases the re-
liability of the network. These were 
the reasons why Creowave and its                                          
solutions were chosen”
Markus Weiström, Helsingin Energia

that a power breakdown or breakdown of one base station 

won’t compromise the entire radio coverage. To build the 

coverage to a redundant status in the best possible way, 

two types of TETRA repeaters were used, three band selec-

tive TETRA Indoor Repeaters and two band and/or chan-

nel selective  TETRA Hybrid Repeaters. The five repeaters 

were installed in five different installation sites. In three of 

the five installations sites a good separation between base    

stations was achieved by using directive antennas. This    

enabled the use of band selective TETRA Indoor Repeater, 

the most cost-effective repeater type. 



To learn more about the case study regarding TETRA coverage in 
energy production tunnels, please contact Creowave via email 
sales@creowave.com

Figure 1: Downlink spectrum in installation site 

The installation of sites number three and five were more 

challenging. In installation site three, two strong base sta-

tion signals were discovered. These were the same signals 

present in installation site two. These unwanted signals 

couldn’t be separated using reasonable-sized directional 

antennas and acceptable height mast. Similarly, the site 

four base station signal was strong in installation site five. 

Additionally, the unwanted base station signals were close 

in frequency to the wanted signal, making the use of a 

channel selective TETRA Hybrid Repeater mandatory in the 

case. The installed TETRA Hybrid Repeater was equipped 

with a narrow 25-kilohertz filter. This way the TETRA Hybrid 

Repeater removed all the unwanted signals and enhanced 

only the wanted carriers. 

The Figure 1 shows the power spectrum in installation site 

3 when the TETRA Hybrid Repeater is in channel selective 

mode and the standard 25-kilohertz filter is used to filter 

the unwanted signals.

“During the tests made in April 2010, 
we discovered that the coverage                    
enhancement solutions provided by 
Creowave succeeded as planned” 

 Markus Weiström, Helsingin Energia
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Creowave Oy is the leading company in providing Radio Frequency & Microwave Electronics solutions for extreme environ-
ments. The company developes, produces and markets solutions on three business areas - Professional Radio, Radio Testing and 
Industrial Measurement.  www.creowave.com
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